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There has been a number of insurance industry- related research done to define new cyber
security frameworks to help insurers underwrite cyber risk. This research includes
copula-based actuarial models for pricing cyber insurance based on the number of
computers; using peaks-over-threshold method (from extreme value theory) to
identifying "cyber risks of daily life"; using Principal-Agent model (from microeconomic
theory); creating methodology for common cyber risk categorization; modeling cyber risk
based on operational risk, and more. However, there has been little to no input or research
into cyber insurance related topics from cyber security experts. The purpose of this
exploratory study is to propose the integration of a risk framework for underwriting cyber
risk. This paper will analyze how CIS Critical Security Controls, along with its
accompanying quantified metrics, benchmarking, and auditing tools can be used as a
rating mechanism for determining the cybersecurity posture of insured organizations.
Furthermore, such mechanism can be perpetually used for either self-assessments by
insured organizations, or by independent qualified security assessors.
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1. Introduction

Fu

During the past two decades, there has been an enormous wave of technological

ns

sophistication attributed to the proliferation and commercialization of the Internet. It

ai

appears in a blink of an eye the world became embedded in mobile technologies,

et

entrusted to self-driving cars, consumed by the Internet of Things, and surrounded by

rR

flying drones delivering online orders from the sky. It is now evident that today's

ho

innovations may rapidly become tomorrow's common commodity - putting a tremendous

ut

pressure on the technology sector to minimize the innovation’s speed to market, leaving

,A

little time for assuring adequate security (Krebs, 2016). In this context, it has been

te

abundantly debated whether achieving 100% security is technically possible or

itu

economically necessary. Meanwhile, IT risk managers succumb to a dilemma of how

st

much cyber risk should be retained, mitigated, or transferred to a third party. While

In

different options and methods exist for transferring cyber risk to a third party, this paper

NS

focuses on the means of transferring a portion of the financial cost associated with a
cyber incident to an insurer (i.e. cyber insurance policy) in return for a fee (i.e. insurance

SA

premium), henceforward, the term referred to as, cyber insurance.

e

Much of academic research and studies related to the cyber insurance industry has

Th

been conducted over the past two decades to understand its merits and demerits. Often,

17

both academia and private researchers concluded that by transferring a portion of cyber

20

risk to an insurer, the insured could be psycho-economically inclined to keep the

©

premium to a minimum. As a result, the insured will be less interested in retaining cyber
risk and more interested in mitigating it (Yurcik & Doss, 2002; Kesan et al., 2005). One
of the critical dependencies in this schema was the insurers' ability to accurately quantify
cyber risk and then use the outcome to appropriately price cyber insurance premiums. If
an insurer can accurately quantify cyber risk into an attractive premium, it may translate
into a profit cove. On the other hand, when the price is set too low or too high, insurers
risk to either lose a share of the market or to incur significant losses (Majuca et al., 2006).
In the past fifteen years, there has been little academic participation or
contribution to the topic of cyber insurance from the information security community. It
is rather ironic, given the close partnerships between technology and insurance
companies during the e-commerce era (Enos, 2000). Recently, there has been a renewed
Microsoft Office User
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interest from information security experts concerning several topics related to cyber

Fu

insurance. SANS, in partnerships with Allianz and Advisen, reported on “conceptual gaps

ns

that often make it difficult for members of the cyber security and cyber insurance

ai

communities to find a common basis on which to develop reasonable standards of

et

security and insurability” (Filkins, 2016). The consequent study addressed how to

ho

comprehensive InfoSec program” (Filkins, 2016a).

rR

"resolve these gaps, making cyber insurance an integral and highly valued part of a
Another topic of great interest is how insurance underwriters determine the risk

,A

ut

profile of potential insureds and set the pricing for cyber insurance premiums (Toregas &
Zahn, 2014; Clinton & Reddy, 2015). This paper draws from the body of research and

itu

te

studies in the areas of cyber insurance, regulatory compliance, data privacy laws, and
information security frameworks. Using CIS Critical Security Controls for Effective

In

st

Cyber Defense, henceforward CIS Critical Security Controls, and a set of its
accompanying metrics (Measurement Companion) will be explored to determine and to

SA

NS

quantify the cybersecurity posture of insured organizations.

e

2. The Advent and Evolution of the Cyber Insurance

Th

For the past three years, Marsh & McLennan have reported a steady increase in

17

new cyber insurance policies, with over 30 percent increase each year in the number of

20

US-based clients purchasing standalone cyber insurance (Marsh & McLennan, 2015).

©

According to the annual 2016 Beeterly Report, more than ten insurers reported between
25 and 100 percent revenue growth, and two new entrants reported their revenues
increased over 100 percent. In line with reported revenues, insurance industry experts
forecast prosperous outlooks for the cyber insurance industry. PwC estimated the annual
gross written cyber premiums would triple to $7.5bn by the end of the decade, and Swiss
Re estimated that by 2025 there would be cyber coverage incorporated into every retail,
commercial, and industrial policy (2015). By that timeframe, the global cyber insurance
market is estimated to be well worth $85bn, according to Lloyd’s of London (Hartwig &
Wilkinson, 2015).
It is not the first time the cyber insurance market is appraised to sharply inclined
revenues. Back in 2001, for instance, the Insurance Information Institute estimated eMicrosoft Office User
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commerce insurance premiums would reach $2.5bn by 2005, yet it took an extra decade

Fu

(2015). This delay was mainly attributed to insurers' lack of experience with cyber risk

ns

and lack of reinsurance (or backstop) mechanisms to bail insurers out in the case of a

ai

"cyber avalanche" event. These and some other impediments lead to much higher cyber

et

insurance premiums that made it a less desirable choice (Bandyopadhaay et al., 2009;

rR

Clinton, 2005; Pal & Golubchik, 2011; Toregas & Zahn, 2014). The supply and demand

ho

for cyber insurance products work differently than for the classic insurance in the sense
that the demand drives the market and not the supply. Plus, cyber insurance is a sellers’

,A

ut

market, unlike more developed/traditional business lines (Insurance Journal, 2015a)
because current demand for comprehensive cyber risk solutions exceeds the supply

itu

te

(Willis Towers Watson, 2015). In this case, it is no longer just about underwriters’
preparedness to insure cyber risk, but the ability to offer competitive pricing for cyber

In

st

insurance policies to companies across all cyber risk profiles. Therefore, if the latest
projections are accurate, not only there has to be a growing demand for cyber insurance

NS

products, but also insurers have to resolve impediments holding up the market growth.

SA

The following Sections will further explore whether or not current cyber insurance

Th

e

market conditions differ from a those a decade and a half ago.

2.1. E-Commerce Insurance

©

20

17

2.1.1. Contributing Factors
The growth of the dot-com bubble at the end of 1990’s contributed to a dramatic

increase in the frequency of cyber incidents. In 1998, there were about four thousand
incidents reported. The number exploded in 1999 with nearly ten thousand incidents,
following by over twenty thousand in 2000, over fifty thousand incidents in 2002, to over
one-hundred and fifty thousand incidents in 2003 (McWilliams, 2001; Costello, 2002;
CISS/CC, 2005). With the frequency of cyber incidents on the sharp incline, so was the
range, sophistication, and coordination of cyber attacks, especially politically- motivated
cyber attacks. During a single week in 2001, for example, close to 1,200 U.S. sites,
including those belonging to the White House and other government agencies, were
either subjected to a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack or defaced with proChinese images (Vatis, 2002). In the same year, there was a triad of sophisticated
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computer worms (Code Red, Nimbda, and Klez) in the period of three months, causing

Fu

over $2bn in damages and cleanup; SQL Slammer followed in 2003 (Lyman, 2002).

ns

As the number of cyber incidents grew, so did insurance claims and litigations.

ai

Due to the absence of standalone cyber insurance policies, companies were filing claims

et

against whichever other business interruption policies they usually had, such as

rR

Commercial General Liability (CGL) or Errors and Omissions (E&O). However, these

ho

traditional policies were only meant to protect against the liability of "property damage,"
defined as "physical injury to tangible property” or “loss of use of tangible property that

,A

ut

is not physically injured" (Rossi, 2001). Both insurers and business policyholders were
understandably confused as to how traditional policies applied to e-commerce and

itu

te

scrambled to understand whether or not the electronically recorded or stored information
was considered a "tangible property," and whether or not stored information was subject

In

st

to "physical loss or damage." Insurers were also concerned about the significantly higher
cost of defending and indemnifying cyber claims as compared to traditional claims. The

NS

number of lawsuits involving e-commerce claims could get exponentially higher,

SA

complexity and vagueness of international law and multi-jurisdictional disputes could

e

bring uncertainty of courts’ decisions, and there could be a significant cost for

Th

participation of technical computer experts (Jerry & Mekel, 2001).

17

In 1998, at the peak of the e-commerce boom, a new type of the cyber liability

20

insurance emerged offering a specialized coverage for e-commerce exposures. It was

©

often referred to as e-commerce insurance, or hacker insurance, that evolved from a
collaborative venture between insurance and technology companies, counting insurers did
not have cyber security expertise. From the economic perspective, these synergetic
partnerships between insurers and security experts were considered idyllic: (i) insurers
began underwriting standalone cyber insurance policies to cover first party claims (e.g.,
damage from denial-of-service attacks) because traditional policies were not designed or
written with such attacks in mind, (ii) technology companies could offer their clients core
technical services backed by the first party coverage or a comprehensive risk
management solution and, (iii) organizations had the most comprehensive security
protection, backed by a warranty from a reputable insurer. Peter Tibbett, who at the time
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was the president of the International Computer Security Association (ICSA), the first

Fu

technology company to offer warranty for its $40,000 per annum TruSecure service, said:

ai

ns

“We believe that we reduce the risk dramatically... Good enough is never going to
be perfect. But we have a motivation to improve our service. If we have to write a
check when someone gets hacked, it gives us another emphasis” (Poletti, 1998).

et

By 2001, over a dozen insurers joined the trend with their specially crafted policies.

rR

Partnerships included some of the biggest names in both insurance and tech sectors:

ho

Cigna/Cisco, Sedgwick/IBM, Marsh McLennan/AT&T, Lloyd’s of London/Counterpane,

ut

among others (Majuca, Yurcik, & Kesan, 2006).

,A

In the absence of data privacy laws and industry-specific cyber regulations, IT

te

security experts had little influence on the top management to adequately and diligently

itu

invest into IT security. Insurers, on the other hand, held power to incentivize the

st

investment into IT security by discounting the insurance policy premiums for companies

In

meeting adequate security standards. Security consultancy Counterpane Internet Security,

NS

for example, was offering customers of its managed security monitoring service the

SA

savings of 20 percent to 40 percent on insurance against the risk of losing revenue or
critical information through network security breaches (Sayer, 2000). In another example

Th

e

from early 2001, J.S. Wurzler Underwriters, one of the first cyber insurance
brokers/underwriters to start offering e-commerce insurance, was offering 20% discount

17

to organization who followed their defined security standards. At that time, an ongoing

20

spree of Internet worms actively targeted and exploited vulnerabilities in the Internet

©

Information Services (IIS), one of the Microsoft’s flagship products. With each exploit,
Microsoft had to scramble issuing security updates to resolve it. When John S. Wurzler
voiced his concern about several design flaws in Windows NT and proposed a surcharge
of 5 percent to 15 percent to e-commerce insurance premiums for organizations that
vastly relied on Microsoft products, he inadvertently sparked a lot of controversy for a
much-impassioned topic (Olivia, Bryce, 2001). Mr. Wurzler shortly received a call from
Microsoft representatives and clarified the main reason for the increase was not due to
vulnerabilities in Microsoft’s products, but due to the turnover rate of system
administrators at companies using Microsoft operating systems. Since the high turnover
rate could often exceed 33% annually, it would increase the likelihood of a security
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incident and justify the increase in insurance premiums. "It caused some consternation,"

Fu

Mr. Wurzler explained, "But, at the same time, it caused companies to understand the

ns

situation" (Ceniceros, 2001). This example demonstrates the influence cyber insurers had

ai

in the technology sector.

et

2.1.2. Impediments

rR

The prospect of cyber insurance market seemed so promising, that Bruce

ho

Schneier, then CTO of Counterpane Internet Security and now a renowned security

ut

technologist, envisioned:

In

st

itu

te

,A

“Eventually, the insurance industry will subsume the computer security
industry… This is sometimes hard for computer techies to understand, because
the security industry has trained them to expect technology to solve their
problems… The real world doesn't work this way. Businesses achieve security
through insurance… Sooner or later, the insurance industry will sell everyone
anti-hacking policies. It will be unthinkable not to have one” (“The Insurance
Takeover,” 2001).

NS

In practice, however, quantifying cyber risk turned into insurance conundrum

SA

with many obstacles hindering the adoption of cyber insurance. First, there was a lack of
statistical data about cyber incidents leading to a very limited actuarial support that

Th

e

largely relies on statistical data. Understandably, organizations were not interested in
disclosing such information, whether to hide their reckless behavior or out of their fear of

17

publicity and the possibility of losing the market edge to competitors (Baribeau, 2015). A

©

20

lack of statistical data about cyber incidents also made it hard to predict a trend of cyber
threats because usually a trend develops based on occurring incidents (Allen, 2004).
Second, there was the issue with information asymmetry often resulting in subsequent
issues with (i) moral hazard, when organizations may be less diligent to invest into
mitigating cyber risks, since it may be more cost effective just to buy cyber insurance and,
(ii) adverse selection, when insurers cannot distinguish between different risk types of
insureds (Kesan, Majuca, & Yurcik, 2005a). Third, there was the issue of the
interdependent and correlated nature of cyber risk, when one incident might ignite a chain
of other related and unpredictable incidents. Any one of such events may become
catastrophic for insurers in terms of total losses (Kunreuther & Heal, 2003; Ogut et al.,
2005; Bohme & Kataria, Mukhopadhyay et al., 2006).
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The burst of dot-com bubble had a direct effect on partnerships between

Fu

technology companies and insurers, which would soon diminish. Many technology

ns

companies were either bankrupt, acquired by other companies, or surviving with only a

ai

small percentage of their once unlimited capital. Without this partnership, insurers did not

et

have the expertise or cost-effective means to correctly distinguish the risk profile of

rR

insureds based on their cyber security posture (Bandyopadhaay et al., 2009; Bohme &

ho

Schwartz, 2010; Pal, 2012). One of the original solutions to address above mentioned
problems was for insureds to undergo ex-ante rigorous risk assessment of their cyber

,A

ut

security posture that would allow insurers to charge policy premiums according to risk
classifications. In practice, though, it became rather an exception than the norm that cyber

itu

te

insurers differentiated policy premiums based on the security practices of their insureds
(Anderson et al., 2008). Combined, these impediments lead to much higher cyber

In

st

insurance premiums that made it a less desirable choice (Bandyopadhaay et al., 2009;
Clinton, 2005; Pal & Golubchik, 2011; Toregas & Zahn, 2014). Many analysts believed

NS

the resolution would be merely a matter of time, yet more recent papers acknowledged

SA

the market had failed to grow as expected (Bohme & Schwartz, 2010).

Th

e

2.2. The Next Wave of Cyber Insurance

17

2.2.1. Contributing Factors
It is not a coincidence the next wave of the rising cyber insurance market is

©

20

happening hand- in- hand with the infinitely growing number, sophistication, and
intensity of cyber incidents (Advisen, Zurich, Ernst & Yong, Marsh and McLennan,
PwC, Lloyd's of London, 2015). It should be no surprise as to why World Economic
Forum elected cyber risk into the top ten global risks category (2015). Practically no
industry, no sector has been spared from being adversely affected by cyber breaches
(Verizon DBIR, 2012-2016). In the U.S. alone: Yahoo!, LinkedIn, Gmail, Dropbox,
MySpace, Adobe, Ebay, American Express, Chase, Target, Home Depot, Sony, VWF,
OPM, DNC, and many more, all recently reported massive cyber breaches. To Willis
Towers Watson, a prominent global multinational risk management, insurance brokerage
and advisory company, it’s not surprising that the number of businesses considering
purchasing cyber insurance is increasing:
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“Growing technology risks associated with the expansion of the mobile
workforce, broad adoption of ‘bring your own device' (BYOD) policies, and
innovations, such as wearable technologies and the Internet of things (IoT), will
only expand threats to data privacy and security. Cyber-attacks and data
breaches are likely to be the rule rather than the exception for businesses of all
types going forward.” (2016).

et

In fact, the global insurance industry itself was no exclusion. A French mutual insurance

rR

company experienced an internal breach in 2012, leading to cases of identity theft and

ho

false insurance claims. In 2015, Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield and Premera Blue Cross

ut

experienced data breaches, exposing the personal information of up to 91 million

,A

policyholders. The same year, two German insurance groups were threatened with DDoS

te

if a ransom of forty bitcoins would not be paid. Those and similar breaches amplify and

itu

justify the need for protection against the first and third party claims, not commonly

st

covered by traditional insurance policies due to exclusions of services related to cyber

In

incidents, e.g., forensic investigations, legal counsel, or settlements and judgments (IAIS,

NS

2016). As the numbers, sophistication, and intensity of cyber incidents keep rising

SA

exponentially, many organizations who did not consider getting a cyber insurance policy
or did not find cyber insurance to be cost effective, are now reconsidering (Hartwig &

Th

e

Wilkinson, 2015; Advisen 2016).
Cybercrime, however, is not the only contributing factor to fuel the demand-side

17

of the current cyber insurance market. The proliferation of data privacy laws and

20

industry-specific cyber regulations forced many organizations to rethink the way they had

©

been doing business. In 2002, the State of California Legislative Counsel signed into law
the first- of- its- kind State Bill 1386 to enforce the privacy of California residents’
personal information. By 2016, forty-seven states, plus the District of Columbia, Guam,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, all have enacted legislations requiring private,
governmental or educational entities to notify individuals of security breaches involving
misappropriation of personally identifiable information. In addition to data privacy laws,
there have been many emerging industry-specific cyber regulations, such as HIPAA
HITECH Act, PCI DSS, SEC Cybersecurity Initiative, and CFTC/NFA Interpretive
Notice. Nonetheless, over 5 billion records have been lost globally to cyber breaches
since 2013, emphasizing the need for even stronger privacy laws (Breach Level Index,
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2016). As a result, many states have already been engaged to make these laws even

Fu

tougher by expanding: (i) the definition of "personal information," e.g., to include

ns

medical, insurance, or biometric data, (ii) the definition of constitutes a data breach, (iii)

ai

types of organization that must comply with cyber law in a given state and, (iv) data

et

breach notification requirements, e.g., timing and methods of notice, and who must be

rR

notified (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2016). In Tennessee, for example,

ho

recently signed into law SB 2005 requires data breach notifications even if breached data
was encrypted (2016). In New York, the newly proposed cyber law, 23-NYCRR-500,

,A

ut

will require covered financial organizations to protect any of its publicly available
electronic information, plus the annual penetrations tests and quarterly vulnerability

itu

te

assessments. Then, at the end of every calendar year, organizations must submit the
“Certification of Compliance with New York State Department of Financial Services

In

st

Cybersecurity Regulation” (NYDFS, 2016).
The new regulations have considerably increased the awareness of cyber risk and,

NS

“with that in mind, cyber insurance is gaining more promotion and regulators are

SA

encouraging companies to buy it to help manage their risks and minimize the cost of a

e

breach (Insurance Journal, 2015a). To navigate the plethora of changing requirements for

Th

local state, federal, and international laws and regulations, organizations look into cyber

17

insurance policies that cover expenses of legal counsel, regulatory action defense that

20

also covers fines and penalties, credit monitoring for victims of a data breach, crisis

©

management and public relations, consequential damages, business interruption loss and
data recovery, cyber extortion, and more.
2.2.2. Impediments
Cyber insurance has finally grown into a multi-billion-dollar market with
lucrative projections, yet questions still arise whether the current situation is any different
from a decade ago. It is prudent to understand whether insurers have been able to
overcome problems with insuring cyber risk, or whether cyber insurance impediments,
such as quantification of cyber risk and accurate pricing of cyber insurance premiums,
can continue hindering the cyber insurance market revenue and adoption rate.
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A large amount of statistical data about cyber breaches has been accumulating as

Fu

a result of requirements imposed by data privacy laws and regulations. Even though more

ns

cyber incidents have been reported in recent years, much of historical data maybe

ai

obsolete for modeling cyber risk, due to the constantly evolving complexity and vectors

et

of cyber attacks. The American Academy of Actuaries concluded that “these changes

rR

limit the usefulness of historical data for predicting future costs of cyber-risks” (2016).

ho

For example, in one of the trending “low-cost, high-reward” scams, called Business
Email Compromise (BES), cyber criminals mainly use social engineering to study and

,A

ut

accurately identify individuals and protocols necessary to perform wire transfers in
victim’s environment. Instead of complicated hacking or malware techniques, a trivial

itu

te

email phishing is often used to trick victims into executing unauthorized transfers of
funds. Yet, according to FBI, combined losses for domestic and international BES

In

st

victims in the past few years topped $3.1bn (2016). It demonstrates just how
unpredictable cyber risk may be.

NS

Information asymmetry was another problem to hinder the adoption of cyber

SA

insurance. To cope with related impediments, e.g., adverse selection and moral hazard,

e

insurers enhanced the underwriting process with a more thorough screening of

Th

prospective insureds. A typical cyber insurance purchase first involves a consultation

17

with an insurance agent or broker to understand the nature of the business and likelihood

20

of overall exposure to cyber security losses. Following, prospective insureds fill out a

©

questionnaire about their cyber security posture, including the level of their selfprotection, i.e. investments made to reduce the probability of the loss. Underwriters then
use this information to assess if a prospective insured would fit into the insurer's risk
appetite and to evaluate prospective insured’s risk profile for determining policy
coverage limits and the cost (Gleason, 2016). This underwriting process, however, has
been under much scrutiny in the past decade and deemed as static incapable to cope with
the dynamic nature of cyber risk landscape that changes daily (Weatherford, 2016). There
have been several issues with the process. To start, most non-administrative sections in
cyber insurance questionnaires often consist of “yes/no” or similar checkbox-type
questions meant to assist underwriters in assessing relative risks. More often than not,
these questions can be described as too vague and outdated, let alone static "yes/no" or
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checkbox answers. Common cliché questions inquire whether or not a prospective

Fu

insured has an anti-virus, a network firewall, or an intrusion detection/prevention system.

ns

While these questions in its simplest form may have been sufficient in early days of the

ai

cyber insurance market, they cannot possibly reflect prospective insured’s exposure to

et

today’s cybersecurity losses. Cyber risk has vastly evolved in the past decade, and so

rR

have multiple layers and tiers of security tools. For instance, there is a free version of

ho

anti-virus software that excludes real-time protection and other critical features, and then
there is an enterprise-grade endpoint protection software that incorporates the latest

,A

ut

features. Similarly, there are rudimentary network firewalls versus the ones packed with
Universal Threat Management (UTM) features. By not being able to distinguish if the

itu

te

answer to the question conforms to an adequate level of self-protection, underwriters
increase the chance of misclassifying insureds and accumulating “bad” risk.

In

st

Another problem with the cyber insurance underwriting process has to do with the
first-party attestation, where prospective insureds provide answers to questions posed in

NS

cyber insurance questionnaires at their sole discretion and based on their self-assessment

SA

of cyber risk. When comparing a cyber insurance underwriting process to a similar one

e

for life insurance, underwrites tend not to trust applicants with self-assessment of their

Th

health conditions and instead rely upon a third-party performing a medical health

17

assessment. In the case of cyber insurance, underwriters rely on prospective insureds’

20

answers to determine a cyber risk profile, in spite of it being rather trivial for a

©

prospective insured to provide inaccurate answers, whether deliberately or inadvertently.
To protect themselves against fraudulent information, cyber insurers have been
stipulating in the policy contracts they will not be liable for losses or claims arising from
the insured’s failure to maintain the same or higher level of security than the one in place
at the policy inception (Kesan, Majuca, & Yurcik, 2005a). Nonetheless, according to the
11th Annual Global Information Security Survey conducted by PwC in partnership with
CSO Magazine, the chances could be higher for misinformed answers than deliberately
incorrect ones. The survey showed that out of over 9600 executive level participants, 84
percent of CEO’s and 82 percent of CIO’s believed their information security programs
were effective in its current state. Even 78 percent of traditionally cautious CISO’s shared
the same level of confidence. Despite the way participants perceived information security
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posture in their organizations, the actual number of successful security incidents was

Fu

doubling every year (Hulme, 2013). Therefore, chances may be much higher for whoever

ns

is responsible for handling cyber insurance questionnaires to inadvertently exaggerate

ai

provided information. Instead of relying on the first-party attestation, cyber insurers

et

could either involve a third-party to perform a risk assessment or do it on their own. In

rR

practice, however, there are additionally underlined problems discussed next.

ho

Cyber insurance market growth presents a lucrative opportunity to both large
insurance underwriters and new entrants. Beeterly Report found the latest state of cyber

,A

ut

insurance market so profit-making, that “no insurers reported negative growth; in this
market, if they had, it would have been shocking” (2016). This opportunity, however,

itu

te

comes at a great risk to new entrants due to lack of an insurance backstop similar to the
Terrorism Risk Insurance Program Reauthorization Act (TRIPRA) – a federal backstop

In

st

program for the private terrorism risk insurance market. Without a backstop to cover for
significant losses caused by a catastrophic cyber incident, many insurers face the

NS

possibility of being wiped before they build up sufficient reserves to cover large losses.

SA

As Perkins explained:

17

Th

e

“Underwriters are growing concerned about their exposure to one breach which
affects many of their insureds simultaneously. Anthem's breach was the first that
affected the market in this way and is being used as an example for underwriting
management teams and regulators to inquire about systemic exposures involving
multiple insureds” (2015).

©

20

Therefore, the survival for new entrants depends on expanding their customer bases as
rapidly as possible and accumulating as much revenue as possible. The presence of
competitive cyber-insurers limits the possibility of slowing down the underwriting
process and performing a comprehensive risk assessment. Even if one insurer is diligent
enough to require a risk assessment, another insurer may write the policy without it.
Insurers may end up with a portfolio of policies of unknown aggregate risks. In turn, it
potentially leads to higher priced policies, accumulation of bad risk, and deterioration of
incentives for good security practices (Shetty et al., 2010). In response to this trend, credit
rating agencies warned insurers that the accumulation of cyber risk might negatively
affect their ratings (A.M. Best, Moody's, Stadard & Poor’s, 2015; Fitch Ratings, 2016).
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A lack of the underwriters’ cybersecurity expertise is another obstacle in

Fu

improving the underwriting process. Underwriters have little insights into complexities of

ns

IT security and are often incapable to assess a security posture of potential insureds.

ai

According to Verisk Analytics, the leading provider of predictive analytics and

et

information about risk, “the alignment of two sets of technical expertise, underwriting,

rR

and cybersecurity, are not easily found together. Insurance carriers that are not investing

ho

in specific cyber underwriting expertise are very often not able to drive to the market as
strongly as those that do” (2016). In Hanover Research survey among cyber insurers, 82

,A

ut

and 53 percent of respondents admitted learning about cyber security news and
information through the media and national news, respectively. Whereas, only 24 percent

itu

te

relied on the data from reputable sources, such as cyber security firms and blogs. When
asked about what information they considered to be the most important for underwriting

In

st

cyber risks, respondents predictably named the enterprise risk management philosophy
and the nature of stored records or data as most important. Only 20 percent considered

NS

insured’s due diligence with securely storing data, performing cyber security tests and

SA

audits, or employing network security and data encryption technologies (2014). A similar

e

outcome could be observed in other reports, that for underwriters the risk acts as a tool

Th

for gauging the probability of events, rather than a direct measure of harm or loss

17

(Filkins, 2016). Albeit, when Radichel dissected the anatomy of Target’s data breach, one

20

of the costliest data breaches with well over $300mn price tag, it revealed systematic

©

deficiencies in technical security controls rather than in governance and risk management
(2014). Target’s data breach demonstrates how immensely important it should be for
underwriters to enhance their overall expertise in cyber security. This necessity is
explained: “It is only with that understanding that underwriters will be able to minimize
risk, maximize profits, and provide insured organizations with the protection they need”
(Lyon, 2016). Meanwhile, 51% admitted to having no dedicated cyber insurance
underwriters and reliance on staff from other lines to sell cyber policies (Verisk
Analytics, 2014).
Despite much effort to resolve aforementioned impediments, it is evident they
contribute to unattractive pricing and remain hindering wider adoption of cyber insurance
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(Pal & Golubchik, Herath & Herath, 2011; ENISA, 2012; Willis Towers Watson, 2015).

Fu

A PwC report confirmed:

rR

et

ai

ns

“Insurers and reinsurers are charging high prices for cyber insurance relative to
other types of liability coverage to cushion some of the uncertainty. They are
also seeking to put a ceiling on their potential losses through restrictive limits,
exclusions, and conditions. However, many clients are starting to question the
real value these policies offer, which may restrict market growth” (2015).
For the cyber insurance market to grow as expected, cyber insurers must find better ways

ho

of assessing cyber risk and accurately calculating policy premiums. Refining the

ut

underwriting process that will enable insurers to efficiently write new policies while fully

te

,A

understanding the risk posture of insureds could be the start.

st

itu

3. “Dynamic” Solutions for a “Static” Problem

In

3.1. Partnership between IT and Insurers

NS

Back in 1998, insurers and IT security experts partnered to create a new type of

SA

insurance. Since then, Information Security has been one of the most sensitive topics
discussed at any level of organizational management. It has evolved from the back of IT

e

rooms and into its independent organizational structure on the government level (The

Th

White House, ENISA, 2016). It used to be that many businesses and IT managers

17

claimed their understanding and adequate expertise in cybersecurity and necessary

20

cybersecurity measures. According to the Barkly survey (2016), 70% of executives were

©

confident about their current security solutions, even though only 50% of IT
professionals shared this sentiment. Given never-ending data breaches, many
organizations turned away from CEOs and other C-suite executives expanding into
informational security roles and have invested into dedicated CISO/CSO’s with emphasis
on information security programs and risk management.
Recently, new partnerships began to reform between leaders in the cyber
insurance and the information security parallels: AIG with RSA, IBM, K2, BitSight,
AxioGlobal, and RiskAnalytics (AIG, 2016); Symantec with a re-insurer, Guy Carpenter.
Nevertheless, a recent SANS study conducted in conjunction with Advisen shed light on
gaps in a dissimilar understanding of cyber risk between insurance underwriters/agents,
CEO's, and CISO's. These competing understandings included differences in
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terminology, risk assessments, and frameworks, communications, or investment

Fu

strategies. For example, participants of the survey representing cyber insurance industry

ns

were concerned that despite CISO's involvement in the insurance procurement process,

ai

they rarely understood the full value of cyber insurance or why they were not the decision

et

makers. At the same time, the study showed how C-level could influence the perception

rR

of the role of cyber insurance in cyber programs and the decision whether to insure cyber

ho

risk.

One of the barriers cited in the survey was the absence of common cyber security

,A

ut

standards, best practices, and metrics. A conclusion was made that in order “to evolve
freely, the cyber security and insurance markets need a flexible standard that can serve as

itu

te

a directional indicator” (Filkins, 2016a). The standard also needs to include the most
important items from the priority lists of both underwriters and security organizations:

SA

NS

In

st

"How can this framework achieve an insurable cyber posture and a higher level
of security assurance? What metrics can evaluate the resulting risk profile to the
underlying goals and objectives of the business? What services and tools can
measure and continuously assess cybersecurity risk and the effectiveness of
controls?” (Filkins, 2016b).

e

3.2. Frameworks and standards

Th

In 1998, in his speech, “Risk Management Is Where the Money Is”, Dan Geer

17

proposed the need to embed risk management into information security. Many

20

information security frameworks have been developed since, whether by the private

©

entities (e.g., COBIT 5 by ISACA, 27001/2:2013 by ISO, CIS Critical Security Controls),
governmental entities (e.g., NIST in the U.S, ENISA in the European Union, ASD in
Australia), or by industry-sponsored entities (e.g., Payment Card Industry Council). By
gauging the cybersecurity preparedness against these frameworks, the insurers and risk
managers can better understand gaps or adjust the strategy for achieving cyber maturity.
Albeit many similarities, these frameworks principally differ by their complexity,
purpose, and the time and cost to adopt. COBIT 5, as an example, is a comprehensive and
leading framework for aligning IT governance and objectives with enterprise’s (ISACA,
2016). ISO 27002, on the contrary, provides a general, flexible layout for information
management to help comply with laws and regulations, but does not provide a specific
actionable path for achieving the required level of compliance. From the information
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security perspective, these “grand” frameworks reflect the breadth and depth of

Fu

organization’s cybersecurity posture, but from insurer's perspective, there are caveats

ns

regarding the time and cost. At the least, it would most certainly require third-party

ai

attestation, which may consume a significant percentage of the premium. In light of that,

et

the majority of respondents in the Advisen Underwriter Survey agreed that the NIST and

rR

ISO 27000 frameworks were only “somewhat helpful” (Filkins, 2016a). It is worth

ho

noting, however, that some insurers require and facilitate security risk assessments for the
insureds; a favorable assessment may help to lower the insured’s premium (Beeterly Risk

,A

ut

Consultants, 2016).

Taking into consideration the above factors, Critical Security Controls should be

itu

te

considered an overall efficient method for cyber insurance underwriting processes. The
following sections will address questions posed by Filkins (2016a) referring to a common

In

st

security framework: how it can achieve an insurable cyber posture and a higher level of
security assurance; how related metrics could be used to evaluate the resulting risk profile

NS

to the underlying goals and objectives of the business; and, how Critical Security

SA

Controls related services and tools would measure and continuously assess cybersecurity

Th

e

risk and the effectiveness of controls.

17

3.3. Why CIS Critical Security Controls?
One of the hindering impediments for the cyber insurance market has been a lack

©

20

of statistical data about cyber incidents, as mentioned earlier in this paper. Ironically,
actuaries were not the only ones. For quite some time, the IT security community itself
could not prioritize their defense efforts because organizations did not want to report
cyber incidents, or only reported incidents to law enforcement entities. In the US
government sector, for instance, NSA held years of information about cyber incidents
across government organizations. Moreover, since the 2000s the agency has been refining
a list of mitigating security controls that would be most effective in stopping known
attacks so that all government organization can better prioritize cyber security spending.
The mandate from the US Department of Defense was that these mitigating controls
would "first fix the known bad’s." It meant that no control should be made a priority
unless it could be shown to stop or mitigate a known attack. Then, in 2008 NSA agreed to
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collaborate with the security community, which started the development of CIS Critical

Fu

Controls. One of the biggest differentiating factors of CIS Critical Security Controls from

ns

most others was the inheritance of the same principal that no control would be made a

ai

priority unless it mitigates a known attack. In 2009, the prioritized list of CIS Critical

et

Security Controls was tested against eighty-five thousand computer systems across the

rR

U.S. State Department and achieved 88% reduction in vulnerability-based risk (SANS,

ho

n.d.). Since then, these controls have been regularly refined by a consortium of most
prominent security experts from international, public, private, and governmental entities,

,A

ut

so that only actual attack information could be used to justify adding new controls.

itu

te

3.4. CIS Critical Security Controls: a tool for cyber insurance
underwriters

st

Cyber insurance underwriters have predominantly relied on questionnaires with

In

static checkboxes that focus on insufficient threat vectors and risk controls. This

NS

traditional methodology has been proven fundamentally flawed and insufficient for

SA

accurately determining the effectiveness of implemented security controls, prospective
insureds’ risk profiles, and setting premiums for cyber policies. CIS Critical Security

e

Controls, on the other hand, along with developed assessment tools and measurement

Th

guides, can serve as a core methodology for both pre- and post- binding phases of the

20

17

underwriting process.
There are distinct advantages of using CIS Critical Security Controls, as

©

compared to other emerging methodologies. One of the biggest advantages is that CIS
Critical Security Controls have become one of the de facto standards for “reasonable
security” and have been recommended for adoption by many state, federal, and
international cyber laws and regulations. Importantly, these are the same cyber laws and
regulations that fuel the demand for cyber insurance products. In 2016, for example,
California’s Attorney General, Kamala D. Harris, determined that CIS Critical Security
Controls “define a minimum level of information security that all organizations that
collect or maintain personal information should meet,” noting that “the failure to
implement the controls that apply to an organization’s environment constitutes a lack of
reasonable security” (California Data Breach Report). There are other states which have
already adopted a statue for “reasonable security measures,” including Florida, Utah,
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Maryland, Arkansas, Nevada, among others (National Conference of State Legislatures,

Fu

2016). By gauging insureds’ actual practices against CIS Critical Security Controls, not

ns

only underwriters can assess the state of prospective insured’s cybersecurity posture, but

ai

also the state of compliance with cyber laws and regulations. Should there be a data

et

breach or another cyber-related incident, chances are a prospective insured will be a

rR

subject to regulatory penalties, among all other financial costs entailed by an incident,

ho

which will be later claimed against the cyber policy. Therefore, underwriters will also be
able to better assess the probability of the loss.

,A

ut

Another advantage of integrating CIS Critical Security Controls into the
underwriting process is about promoting holistic self-protection using cybersecurity best

itu

te

practices. CIS has specifically developed an ecosystem of free tools and documentation
to aid anyone, whether a security expert or not, with the prioritized implementation of

In

st

critical security controls, measuring the progress with ready-to-use metrics, conducting
self-assessments and self-audits (Center for Internet Security Toolkit, 2017).

NS

Furthermore, underwriters can use this approach to standardize on using this

SA

comprehensive toolkit for establishing and customizing a streamlined process to

e

determine insureds’ cyber risk exposure during the pre-binding phase, as well as

Th

validating continuous improvement to insureds’ cybersecurity posture and culture against
Cyber Hygiene toolkits, along with A Measurement Companion to the CIS

20

17

evolving threats on the long-term.

©

Critical Security Controls, provide recommended measures (i.e. recommended
questionnaire questions) and metrics (i.e. recommended thresholds) for each one of
twenty controls to help determine cyber risk exposure and to provide indications as to
which risks may not have been identified. Cyber insurance underwriters can cost- and
time- efficiently refine their questionnaires according to insurer's risk appetite or
prospective insured’s industry and cyber risk exposure. According to the Center for
Internet Security, “the Cyber Hygiene Campaign is a multi-year effort that provides key
recommendations for a low-cost program that any organization can adopt to achieve
immediate and effective defenses against cyber attacks” (2014). Cyber Hygiene
incorporates: (i) the methodology to prioritize efforts and investments into cyber security
- Count, Configure, Control, Patch, and Repeat, (ii) toolkits that provide the information
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and instructions for organizations to improve their cybersecurity posture and, (iii) a

ai

ns

implementation of toolkits. The Cyber Hygiene Priority cycle is:

Fu

unique Executive Measurement Guide to assist the management with in the

et

1. Count and periodically update an inventory of all computer systems and installed

rR

software on your network.

ho

2. Configure key security settings and ensure these settings are deployed across all
systems and networks in your organization’s inventory.

,A

ut

3. Control as to who in your organization has administrative privileges to change,
bypass, or override security settings. Revoke all default administrative privileges and

itu

te

institute a process to only grant it on a "need to have" basis.
4. Patch all computer systems, network devices, and software in your organization on a

In

st

set periodic schedule.

5. Repeat this “cycle of events” to re-assessing for new cyber risks that can potentially

SA

NS

affect your organization.
Cyber Hygiene is developed to be dynamic and to continue staying on par with

Th

e

changing cyber threat landscape. Each of the aforementioned recommendations in the
Cyber Hygiene Priority cycle comes with a dedicated toolkit with easily understood

17

instructions to improve organizations’ cybersecurity posture. For example, the Toolkit for

©

20

Configure includes a Plain English Guide,” a Technical How-To Guide,” a “How to
Measure Guide,” “Additional Resources,” and “Mapping to NIST Cybersecurity
Framework” (CIS, 2015). Indeed, these controls may not immediately appear on the “top
five security controls to implement” list of many security experts, let alone those with
lesser security expertise. Possibly because there are no big buzz words in these controls,
such as “Firewall,” “Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)," or “encryption.” Nonetheless,
by working in concert with the rest of CIS Critical Security Controls, these are proven to
reduce over 80 percent of cyber threats (CIS, n.d.). The concept of Cyber Hygiene can be
compared to personal hygiene: take proper care of your health on a daily basis, and you
will be less likely to face a health crisis down the road (Null, 2015).
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In line with the Cyber Hygiene Priority, some of the first questions to prospective

Fu

insureds should be:

ns

1. Has the company created and continue to maintain a master database/log of all

ai

hardware and software found on company networks/devices?

et

2. Has the company deployed an automated asset inventory discovery tool to build an

rR

asset inventory of systems connected to an organization’s public and private

ho

network(s)? E.g., active tools that scan through network address ranges and passive

ut

tools that identify hosts based on analyzing their traffic should be employed.

,A

3. Has the company identify and documented the number of outbound paths to the

te

Internet and ensured that all paths are authorized and transit through approved

itu

security devices (i.e., firewall, web filter, IDS, IPS)?

st

4. Has the company developed and implemented controls that both (1) prevent the use of

In

unauthorized hardware and software and, (2) quickly identify and remove

NS

unauthorized hardware and software, if found?

SA

5. How often does the company’s hardware inventory/asset database get updated?
6. How long does it take to detect new devices added to the company’s network (time in

Th

e

minutes)?

7. How long does it take to detect new software installed on company’s systems (time in

17

minutes)?

©

20

8. How long does it take to alert the company’s administrators that an unauthorized
device or software is on the network (time in minutes)?

9. How long does it take to isolate/remove unauthorized devices from the company’s
network (time in minutes)?
10. Are administrators or scanners able to identify the location, department, and other
critical details about the unauthorized system, if detected?
Underwriters can use these questions to determine deficiencies in the insureds’
cybersecurity posture accurately. In turn, any organization can use it to prioritize their
efforts of adopting security best practices.
Additionally, each question comes with its respective metric consisting of three
“Risk Threshold” values. These values represent an opinion from experienced security
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experts and are not derived from any specific empirical data set or analytic model (CIS,

Fu

2015). Nonetheless, underwriters may choose to use these values as a baseline and adjust

ns

it in respect to insurer’s risk appetite or insureds’ risk profiles. Using the question #9

ai

above as an example, the time it would take to isolate/remove unauthorized devices from

et

the company’s network, recommended risk thresholds are: Lower risk (< 60 minutes),

rR

Moderate risk (< 1 day), Higher risk (1-7 days). This provides underwriters with an

ho

objective method for measuring the cyber risk of insureds and the of entire portfolio.
Underwriters can use these baseline values to further develop their own scoring

,A

ut

methodology, similar to the way FICO® score is used to help lenders predict consumer
behavior and the likelihood of paying their bills on time (CFPB, n.d.). A score-based

itu

te

cyber insurance metrics can be used to help insurers identify prospective insureds who
are more likely to file a claim. For instance, a cyber-diligent organization with lower risk

In

st

baseline for the Cyber Hygiene may earn an equivalent score between 500 and 650.
Higher scores can be awarded for the adoption of other critical security controls, periodic

SA

NS

risk assessments, penetration tests, the number of years without an incident, etc.

e

4. Conclusion

Th

The cyber insurance market is booming with lucrative projections, but not for the

17

first time. This time, though, it is not just the two-dimensional partnership between

20

insurers and technology, but the whole socio-technical system at full play where all

©

players must work together to succeed. Insurers must solve the conundrum of
appropriately pricing the ever-changing cyber risk, and it may require them to look
beyond the past as being a common predictor of the future. Raising premiums or playing
with deductibles and coverage limits as a knee jerk reaction to dynamic nature of cyber
risk will not work. While the industry anticipates high premium growth by 2020, the
cyber insurance underwriting process must improve to sustain any claims. By
understanding, adopting, and using proven CIS Critical Security Controls, cyber-savvy
underwriters will be able to determine whether or not given measures have been taken to
reduce the potential for a significant claim and provide cyber-hygienic organizations with
the protection and coverage they need.
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